Sinners - Complete Series

Here is the complete ‘Sinners’ Series, a seriously hot and provocative romance by Lucia
Jordan, written in her signature style of high passion and emotion. How much would you
surrender to the man who hold’s your fate in his hands? Maggie White’s whole life has been
waiting for that big break as a singer. So when she agrees to help out her old friend Liam with
backup vocals, she gets the surprise of her life when she finds out who is producing the track –
music mogul Adam Vela To say Adam’s reputation precedes him is an understatement – he’s
produced and managed some of the hottest stars in the industry. His status as a titan is matched
only by his confident command and sensual magnetism, a mix that’s both intimidating but also
strangely seductive. The potent sexual chemistry between the two is too overpowering to
resist, but how far is Maggie willing to go to prove to Adam Vela just how talented she is?
This ebook contains very hot and explicit descriptions of romantic activity. Only mature
readers should download this book.
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